"SOARING EAGLE"

by Wilson Bickford ©2015

For the underpainting use;

Shaded Wood (Brown) Acrylic Gesso
Black Acrylic Gesso
White Acrylic Gesso
Blue Moon (Blue) Acrylic Gesso

Align this corner of the sketch with
the bottom-right corner of an 11" x 14" canvas,
horizontal orientation.
“SOARING EAGLE”
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Use this reference for feather directions and placement.
"SOARING EAGLE"
by Wilson Bickford © 2015

LIST OF MATERIALS

11” x 14” Canvas, or Panel

ACRYLICS (for underpainting)
WB Black Gesso
WB White Gesso
Shaded Wood (Brown) Acrylic Gesso
Blue Moon (Blue) Acrylic Gesso

OILS
WB Clear Glazing Medium
WB FastFlo White Basecoat
Cerulean Blue
Ultramarine Blue
Sap Green
Dioxazine Purple
Van Dyke Brown
Cadmium Red Light
Cadmium Yellow Pale
Ivory Black
Titanium White

BRUSHES/TOOLS
2” Scenery Brush
#3 Fan Brush
#6 Round Brush
#2 Detail Script Liner
#2 Liner
Large Mop Brush
1-1/2” Wide Masking Tape
Craft Utility Knife (#11 Blade)